It is numerically shown that incorporation of a distributed Bragg reflector at the facets of an etched diffraction grating (EDG) can be used to tailor the output spectral response of the device. This technique is used to optimize the overall insertion loss envelope of a distributed etched diffraction grating (DEDG) demultiplexer to improve the output channel uniformity. Numerical results are presented for the transverse electric (TE) polarization, where a channel uniformity of 0.45 dB over 43-nm bandwidth is achieved. A finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method in combination with perfectly matched layers (PMLs) and periodic boundary condition (PBC) is used to calculate the insertion loss envelope of device.
Introduction
As an essential constituent of a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) system, the optical multiplexer/demultiplexer has been the subject of extensive investigation, and a plentitude of technologies have been developed. The most widely adopted have been the arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) and the etched diffraction grating (EDG), due to their compactness and high performance. Of the two, the AWG has been more popular, despite the smaller footprint and potentially superior spectral finesse of the EDG demultiplexer. This has been due in part to the somewhat higher insertion loss of EDG demultiplexer [1] - [3] . The performance of an EDG demultiplexer is highly dependent on the fabrication quality of the grating facets, where realization of a deep, vertical, and smooth grating profile is essential in order to obtain a low insertion loss. Several techniques, such as coating the grating walls with a thin metallic film and changing the shape of the diffraction grating facets to take advantage of the total internal reflection (TIR) phenomenon have been used in order to increase the reflectivity at the facets and, therefore, eliminate the requirement of deep etched walls. The strict fabrication requirements of an EDG demultiplexer can be further alleviated by using a high refractive index contrast material system such as nanophotonic silicon-on-insulator (SOI) as the fabrication platform where highly reflective grating facets can be realized through a much shallower etch depth [4] . Moreover, with the increasing trend to integrate multiple photonic devices onto the SOI platform, compact solutions such as the EDG has become increasingly more attractive. For such material systems, EDG is a more suitable candidate than AWG, which requires very precise waveguide dimension control in order to keep the crosstalk in an acceptable range.
As the main source of loss in EDG-based demultiplexers is Fresnel reflection at the facets, a recently introduced approach incorporates a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) at the EDG facets [5] , [6] to improve facet reflection. Brouckaert et al. in [7] have achieved an experimentally measured insertion loss of À1.9 dB in the SOI platform, using a second order Bragg reflector. The DBR grating in that work was implemented using deep etching, which meant that only a few layers of deep etched high reflective Bragg reflectors were implemented.
Although much attention has been paid to reducing the insertion loss of EDG demultiplexers, there has been less focus on techniques to improve the spectral response. This is in contrast to the incorporation of spectral engineering techniques into the AWG [8] - [13] . One reason for this is that a conventional EDG demultiplexer does not provide sufficient degrees of freedom to allow tailoring the output spectral response of the device. The only available design parameters are the incident and diffraction angles, diffraction grating order and position of the grating facets along the grating curve. However these design parameters cannot be chosen arbitrarily and are mainly determined through system specifications such as channel spacing and free spectral range (i.e., total operating bandwidth) [14] . As an example of spectral response tailoring, He in [15] introduces and experimentally demonstrates a design methodology whereby a flat passband with sharp transitions (as compared with a conventional Gaussian passband) is realized through phase dithering of grating elements of an EDG demultiplexer. Song and He similarly report on a flat-topped low polarizationdependent loss EDG which employs a tapered multimode interferometer (MMI) waveguide [16] and on a sidelobe suppressed EDG demultiplexer using optimized air trenches in front of each output waveguides [17] . In all these approaches, the spectral optimization of one single output channel has been investigated. However, the spectral optimization of individual channels is not sufficient for many system applications. The performance of a demultiplexer is wavelength dependent in nature and hence different wavelengths (channels) experience different insertion loss across the useful bandwidth of the device. For dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) systems that may contain several tens of these devices, and taking into account the gain nonuniformity of the cascaded amplifiers, having components with very good channel uniformity (uniform insertion loss envelope across the entire bandwidth) is imperative. In such systems, even a fraction of a decibel of channel loss envelope nonuniformity of each individual device would lead to differences of several tens of decibels among the WDM signal levels after propagation through long fiber links. Fluctuations in the WDM signal levels result in fluctuation in the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) and thus degrades the performance of the communication link. Therefore, while it is highly desirable to be able to optimize the passband shape of every single output channel of the EDG demultiplexer, it is also very important to be able to manipulate the overall insertion loss envelope of the device to minimize output power fluctuations.
In [18] , we have recently proposed an approach, referred to as the distributed etched diffraction grating (DEDG), in which the deeply EDG facets of a conventional EDG demultiplexer are replaced with shallow etched facets, followed by a shallowly etched DBR structure [see Fig. 1(a) ]. The most significant advantage of this approach, as compared with the previous approaches [7] , is that it allows for decoupling of the diffractive properties (determined by the EDG profile) and reflective properties (determined by the shallow etched DBR structure behind each facet) and thus provides the designer with more degrees of freedom to optimize the spectral response of the device [19] .
The proof-of-concept device, which is demonstrated in [18] , exhibited a channel nonuniformity of À3.5 dB. This channel nonuniformity is predominantly due to the nonuniform spectral response of the EDG profile. Therefore, we propose that by tailoring the reflectivity response of the DBR structure, an EDG profile can be obtained which exhibits uniform diffraction efficiency across a significantly large bandwidth, and we demonstrate this concept numerically in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the design procedure for the EDG is briefly explained, and in Section 3, the numerical method developed to produce a flat-top response is introduced and numerical results are presented. We conclude in Section 4. Fig. 1 illustrates the layout of the DEDG demultiplexer. The design procedure of the device consists of two main steps; first designing the DBR structure and then determining the diffraction grating profile. The quarter-wave (QW)-DBR structure is designed through (1)
Design
where w 1 and n eff ;i represent the width and the effective refractive index of the unetched ði ¼ 1Þ and etched ði ¼ 2Þ layers, respectively [see Fig. 1(b) ]. 0 is the design vacuum wavelength, and m is the order of the DBR [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Equation (1) assumes normal incidence. Once the DBR is designed, the diffraction grating profile must be determined. To do so, the approach in [20] was adopted. In this scheme the output focal field is designed to lie on a straight line passing through the centers of the input/output waveguides and the grating facets are considered to be reflective arcs of concentric circles centered at the input point. The difference between the radii of successive arcs is chosen to be an integer multiple of half-wave length (which is equal to the diffraction grating order). The coordinates of the facet centers can thus be calculated since each facet subtends an equal angle at the input. For more details on the layout procedure, see [18] .
The 2-D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) [21] - [24] method that is used to calculate the efficiency of the DEDG is adopted from [24] . In these calculations, we assume that the DEDG is infinitely periodic along the x -direction [22] and that all the components of the electromagnetic fields are independent of the y coordinate. Under these conditions one can separate the field quantities into two independent groups: E y , H x , and H z forming the TE polarization and H y , E x , and E z forming the TM polarization. In this paper, we only present the results for TE polarization, similar results can be easily obtained for TM case. Fig. 2 shows the simulation domain along with boundary conditions. A uniform simulation lattice (i.e., equal grid size in x -and y -direction) was considered. In all the simulations, the grid size was chosen specifically to resolve the smallest feature size of the structure with 10 grid points. The FullWave package by RSoft Inc. was used to perform the FDTD calculations. Considering a plane wave incidence, the field values at the scattered field area (see Fig. 2 ) were saved for efficiency (insertion loss) calculations.
The field quantities in the scattered field region can be expressed in terms of a discrete Fourier series expansion due to periodicity of the EDG in the x -direction [25] , and taking E y (or H y ) as the dominant field component for TE (or TM) polarization, one has 
is the wave vector in the medium, and n eff is the effective refractive index for the corresponding polarization).
In (2), B m represents the amplitude of the mth diffraction order and can be calculated through and inverse Fourier transform. Multiplying both sides of (2) 
where S denotes the total area of the scattered field region. Finally, the mth-order diffraction efficiency is given by
where m ¼ m =k , and is the angle of incidence.
Optimization Procedure
A design comprising 22 periods of first-order QW-DBR behind each facet was considered [see Fig. 3(a) ]. Such a number of QW-DBR periods were chosen in order to achieve a highly reflective DBR using a shallow etch. Hereafter, this design is referred to as the unoptimized design, A nanophotonic SOI platform with a top silicon layer thickness of 220 nm, and a buried oxide layer thickness of 2000 nm was assumed. Assuming an etch depth of 70 nm, the effective refractive indexes in the etched and unetched regions were calculated to be 2.50 and 2.863, respectively, for TE polarized 1550-nm incident light. The width of the low and high refractive index regions ðw i Þ was consequently calculated through (1) to be 154.6 nm and 136.88 nm, respectively. Under such circumstances, the choice of 22 DBR layers results in a DEDG demultiplexer of order 23 at a design wavelength of 1550 nm. Fig. 3(b) also shows the reflectivity of the QW-DBR structure calculated using the transfer matrix method (TMM) [26] , assuming that the previously calculated effective refractive indexes were used for high and low refractive index layers (i.e., this reflectivity curve does not include the losses due to the diffraction grating). One observes that the QW Bragg reflector exhibits a very high and uniform reflectance across its entire bandwidth. The reflectance at the edges of the bandwidth is only 3% lower than at the center.
The insertion loss (efficiency) of the unoptimized DEDG demultiplexer was calculated over the range of 1520 nm to 1600 nm with a 5-nm increment using the FDTD model presented in the previous section. As designed, the DEDG demultiplexer predominantly diffracts light into order 23 over this wavelength range. Fig. 4 shows the insertion loss envelope of the design. At the center of the spectrum (1565 nm), the insertion loss is as low as À0.55 dB. Since the reflectivity of the QW-DBR is high and quite uniform across this wavelength range, the efficiency variation is predominantly attributed to the EDG profile. This results in a 3-dB bandwidth range of 43 nm. For a more detailed discussion regarding the relation between insertion loss of the DEDG and reflectance of the DBR structure, see [7] and [18] .
It is clear from this that the insertion loss profile could be flattened by introducing an additional, spectrally tailored loss, into the DBR response. The desired DBR reflectivity profile that would result in uniform insertion loss across the 3-dB bandwidth of the unoptimized design is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) (we note that the bandwidth range over which a uniform loss envelope is desirable is a function of the application and so this wavelength range is considered for illustration purposes).
The Essential Macleod thin-film design software, which is based on TMM, was used to design and optimize a DBR structure exhibiting the target reflectivity. The optimization procedure involved individual variation of the duty cycle (using a combination of Simplex Method and Needle Synthesis algorithm [27] ) in every single period of the DBR in such a way that the target reflectivity was obtained. Optimization of the DBR was carried out while accounting for two important constraints: 1) There must be no layer with a minimum thickness of less than 100 nm to ensure that the device could be fabricated with a beam writer, and 2) the sum of the layer thicknesses of the DBR stack must be as close as possible to the total length of the 22 periods first-order QW Bragg reflector. This latter constraint is of fundamental important due to the high index contrast of the SOI platform. A deviation of more than 270 nm in the total length of the DBR stack would result in a change to the diffraction order of the DEDG. Finally, the TMM calculations were further verified with FDTD method (dashed line) in order to take into account the DBR scattering loss which is neglected by TMM.
The insertion loss envelope of the optimized DEDG was calculated using the FDTD method introduced in the previous section and shown in Fig. 6 . For the sake of comparison, the efficiency profile of the unoptimized device is also shown. As expected, the lower reflectivity of the optimized DBR at the center of the 3-dB bandwidth increased the insertion loss of the DEDG demultiplexer in that region. Fig. 6 shows that a channel uniformity of better 0.45 dB over 43 nm (i.e., the 3-dB bandwidth of the unoptimized design) was achieved. In contrast, this uniformity was only available across a 20-nm bandwidth for the unoptimized design. However, as anticipated, this improvement in the channel uniformity comes at the cost of an increased insertion loss (2.72 dB at 1565 nm).
Conclusion
It was shown that introducing a shallow etched DBR behind the facets of an EDG demultiplexer, in addition to improving the performance of the device through increasing the facet reflectivity, provides the designer with more degrees of freedom to tailor the spectral response of the device. Using a numerical example, we have demonstrated that by tailoring the reflectance of a DBR, one can manipulate the insertion loss profile envelope of the DEDG in order to improve channel uniformity, which is a critical requirement in DWDM applications. The versatility of the introduced approached nevertheless relies on our capability to optimize the reflectivity of the DBR structure. To do so, one can benefit from the techniques developed in the field of optical thin-film design [28] , [29] . However, while in optimization of thin-film filters, one strives to satisfy the desired optical specifications (i.e., reflectance and transmittance for a given wavelength, angle of incidence, and plane of polarization) using parameters such as number and thickness of layers, refractive indexes, and extinction coefficients of the substrate and dielectric layers. In the case of DBR optimization, the available degrees of freedom are significantly reduced, namely the number and width of layers. In this case, the refractive index contrast is determined by the material platform, and the desired etch depth and therefore cannot be considered as a degree of freedom. Moreover, there are two additional constraints: the minimum layer width due to fabrication limitations and the total length of the DBR structure in order to maintain the order of the device (constraints 1 and 2 in Section 3). Due to this limited number of degrees of freedom, abrupt changes in the DBR reflectivity spectrum cannot be achieved as readily as is possible with thin-film filters. The impact of these limitations can be seen in Fig. 5(b) , where the ideal response curve varies more rapidly than the response that could be achieved by optimization. This method places additional requirements on the fabrication process, since it requires that the etched DBR features have a nonuniform duty cycle. However, researchers have successfully demonstrated the fabrication of photonic crystal heterostructures with nonuniform features, and therefore, we anticipate that this is not an insurmountable challenge.
This method has similarities with the gain flattening techniques used in DWDM networks to flatten the gain profile of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA). The extra insertion loss introduced to the loss envelope of the DEDG demultiplexer through DBR optimization can be compensated for by amplifying the signal.
